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Disclaimer:Disclaimer:
  "IFKA" by Ivana Šimunec-Gedalja cannot be held liable for any misuse"IFKA" by Ivana Šimunec-Gedalja cannot be held liable for any misuse
or malpractice of any techniques taught within this course, nor for anyor malpractice of any techniques taught within this course, nor for any
injury, suffering or distress caused by students undertaking theinjury, suffering or distress caused by students undertaking the
techniques discussed. All students must accept that they are whollytechniques discussed. All students must accept that they are wholly
responsible for their actions relating to the practice of Iridology andresponsible for their actions relating to the practice of Iridology and
must adhere to the relevant laws in their country and state of residence.must adhere to the relevant laws in their country and state of residence.
Students are responsible for ensuring that they have appropriateStudents are responsible for ensuring that they have appropriate
liability insurance for practicing in their country and state of residence.liability insurance for practicing in their country and state of residence.
IFKA cannot be held responsible for any advice given by students toIFKA cannot be held responsible for any advice given by students to
members of the public. Students must adhere to their local lawsmembers of the public. Students must adhere to their local laws
regarding the requirement for registration and/or qualification as anregarding the requirement for registration and/or qualification as an
iridologist before suggesting supplements or offering nutritional adviceiridologist before suggesting supplements or offering nutritional advice
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PigmentsPigments

constantly tired, fatigued, exhaustion
anxiety, brain fog
history of benign tumors, cyst
digestive issues
history of stressful jobs
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Questions?Questions?
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www.ifka.hrwww.ifka.hr
Facebook group: IRIDOLOGIJAFacebook group: IRIDOLOGIJA

email: ivana@therapist.netemail: ivana@therapist.net

Thank you for your attention!


